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‘HOSTED’ MURDER MYSTERIES  

POPULAR PLOTS AVAILABLE 

MURDER AT THE MANOR: Very Agatha Christie 

Setting: Pokeingham Manor – Cotswolds England 1930’s  

Story: "Miss Elizabeth ‘Rose’ Stimper has recently died and has left 30.000 pounds to be spend 

for the benefit of the village. A general meeting is called so that the village may decide how 

best to spend the money…someone would kill to make the final choice! 

THE SPY WHO WENT OUT IN THE COLD: The name is… BOND 

Setting: LONDON – 1966! 

Story: This is a James Bond style whodunnit! 

A beautiful lady is found dead outside of a fashionable nightclub. The suspects include a 

mysterious agent, a student of medicine, a Russian Playboy, a gossiping secretary a specialist 

in torture… and BOND! 

THE ‘SPEAKEASY’ MYSTERY: A 1920’s Prohibition Whodunnit 

Setting: CHICAGO - 1929 

Story: It seems that ‘DUTCH’ Malone is having too many of his illegal & profitable prohibitions 

clubs raided and shut down by the FBI. How come he seems to be the only gangster getting 

raided? How does the FBI find out all about his clubs? Things have Gotta change for sure.! 

Perfect plot for ‘Gatsby’ style dressing up! 

 

TRACY GANG 1920’s: Every Gangster has his Moll! 

Setting: The Tracy Speakeasy a 1920s club. 

Story: "Aiden Abet" the leader of the Tracy Gang developed a scam that netted him $1m. 

However, once his victims caught on, he became a hunted man. The $1m was hidden in the 

Tracy Speakeasy and when it strangely reappears it leads to murder! Unravel the mystery of 

the dead man walking, the letters from William Shakespeare and the literary weekend. 

CARIBBEAN CRUISE: Murder on the high seas. 

Setting: The maiden voyage of "The Achilles Tendon" the latest cruise ship for the company 

"Relation Ships Inc." and the cruise leaves from Cuba in the Caribbean. 

Story: 30 years ago, 3 friends found a treasure map leading to the Achilles treasure chest. 

They were going to devote their lives to finding the treasure but 2 of the trio got married and 

got greedy. Skipping forward to today, Nick Toff (the owner of the cruise ship) has gone 

overboard and is presumed dead! Was it one of the crew? Or was someone trying to get 

their hands on the treasure map. Secret love affairs, revenge and greed are all the 

motivating factors that have resulted in murder. 

HOLLYWOOD SCANDAL: Glitz Glamour Murder 

Setting: A party on Hollywood Boulevard. 
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Story: “The Star” has descended upon Hollywood and is determined to hit the big time. The 

only problem is that so have many other beautiful and handsome potential stars. “The Star” 

creates many enemies in their quest and ultimately this leads to a tragic death in the cellar. 

Many people are implicated but only one person is the true murderer. Unravel the story of 

the cellar, the dangers in the gazebo and the love affair that reaches its height just before 

the party. 

 

 

HAUNTED HORRORS: (Perfect for Halloween!) 

Setting: A night in Nosferatu's Castle. 

Story: Set in Dracula's Castle our ghosts, goblins and hobgoblins just can't keep their hands to 

themselves.  Lies, blackmail, secret affairs, mystery disappearances are just the beginning as 

this devilish, tortuous and dastardly night of murder unfolds.  You will be sacrificed to scandal 

and mayhem as you and your fellow ghouls unravel a twisted tangle of undead madness to 

ultimately be crowned the most vivacious vampires in Transylvania. 

WILD WEST: 

Setting: The Farcry Saloon in the town of Farcry in the American Wild West 1837. 

Story: “The Sheriff” is the richest man in Farcry and everyone wants his money. When the 

Sheriff’s Will falls into the wrong hands it creates a recipe for murder? “The Sheriff” has 

underestimated the lengths people will go to for all that money. Many people are implicated 

but only one person is the true murderer. Unravel the story of the love affair, the baby swap 

and the sundown shootout that has everyone excited. 

 

CHRISTMAS CAPERS: Yule Be Sorry! 

Setting: Santa's workshop the North Pole. 

Story: Santa is working hard to produce toys for the kids at Christmas.  Sounds nice doesn't it?  

However former disgruntled employees keep trying to get in the way.  Poison, explosions, 

backstabbing and betrayal are all part of the fun. 

A BOGAN MARRYING A BILLIONAIRE?  

Setting: A bogan wedding. 

Story: We are gathered for the wedding of the century. The billionaire Bill Yonaire has gone all 

out to have the most extravagant wedding possible for his wife to be Mel Anoma (soon to be 

Mel Yonaire). Set at a beautiful wedding we enjoy the union of Mel Anoma to Bill Yonaire 

until death do us part of course. 

 

HIPPY HOMIDIDE 1960’s: Its Murder Man!  

Setting: The Hippie Homicide story involves characters at Woodstock 1969. The story involves 

the challenges of running Woodstock, flower power and antiwar protests. 
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Story: We are gathering for the concert of a generation. Woodstock will see 32 acts play over 

4 days. 500,000 people will attend and another 500,000 will be turned away. At the height of 

the Vietnam war there will be a hippie homicide. 

 

EIGHTIES EXTERMINATION -1980’s  

Setting: The Eighties Extermination story involves characters at a generic event. The story 

involves a performance of Mötley Crüe. As a result, you could set your party in a 1980s Disco, 

Prom, Concert, Party, Reunion, or any other gathering of people where a band would play. 

Story: We are gathering for the party of the decade. I hear a rumour that Mötley Crüe will be 

playing and Sixteen Candles are all it takes to bring this party Back to the Future. KITT loves  

 

Mötley Crüe and will do anything to meet them. This puts KITT in an embarrassing situation as 

Donkey Kong and Flashdance watch on. 

 

TOKIO TERROR: It’s a matter of honour! 

Setting: The Emperor's Palace. 

Story: Gaye Shar has been the Emperor’s Geisha for the last 5 years. Sue She and Ben Tohbox 

have a daughter Kim Ono. Sue She is desperate for Kim Ono to become the Emperor’s new 

Geisha and bathe the family in honour. Bon Sai has been found disembowelled in an 

apparent harakiri incident and has fugu poison in his system. Was Sue She's desperation for 

family honour the motivating factor? 

 

DISNEY DISASTER:  

Setting: Shrek's swamp. 

Story: We have all been moved to the swamp. With everyone in such proximity - tempers 

flare. A rift has formed between the hand drawn and the computer-generated characters. 

People get eaten, gizzards are splayed and there are many poisoning attempts. Several 

people get killed and it becomes quite a mess. 

 

AFL ASSASINATION: Footie Fun fun fun…and murder 

Setting: The Eastside Falcons' Home Ground. 

Story: There has been a terrible murder and the police are hot on the case. The clues they 

can find involve deceit and poisoning. It is the grand final game between the Eastside 

Falcons and the Westside Falcons. Half time is over and the third quarter siren sounds. Just at 

that moment The Coach drops dead in front of a TV audience of 8 million people. Was it 

murder or a heart attack? Given that this is a murder mystery website I am quite sure it was 

murder. Gasp! 

 

SOAP OPERA SLAUGHTER: Kill a diva today! 

Setting: The film set of a TV Soap. 
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Story: Do you love your soaps? If you love Coronation Street, Neighbours, Dallas or Dynasty 

then you will love joining the film set of a TV soap that will ultimately lead to murder. Are you 

a fan of the dramatic shows, full of revenge and vindictiveness? If so, then we have the 

perfect murder mystery game for you, themed around a killer TV soap opera. Get ready for 

an exciting and immersive experience that will keep you engaged from start to finish. 

 

HOT NEWS!!! 
A SCANDAL IN BOGERTON: The pen is deadlier than the sword 
With the new TV series three of Bridgerton just being announce we are pleased to offer of 

customers our new Bridgerton inspired ‘Mystery’ – Its not so much of a ‘whodunnit’ but 

‘whowrote it!’ The fabulous plot is all about uncovering the identity of the social page’s 

commentator ‘L WHISTLEWIND”. This plot is perfect for smaller parties of 8, 14 or 20 players. 

 

2024 PRICE GUIDE:  

2023 HOSTED MURDER MYSTERIES (Fees subject to GST where applicable) 

 
Up to 20 guests  $995.00 

Up to 40 players $1495.00 

Up to 80 players $1995.00 

Up to 120 players $2295.00 


